Vw to subaru conversion kits

Peace Vans has a tremendous amount of experience with engine replacements and rebuilds. An
engine replacement or rebuild is one of the largest and most expensive projects you will
undertake on your van. To make your life easier during what can be a difficult decision, we've
done the research for you. We specialize in three areas of motors that we believe offer the best
spread of performance, reliability, and cost. We really have "no skin in the game" on any of
these and just want to help you make the best decision for you. We require an inspection before
undertaking a project like this and we will credit the cost toward the engine work. Finally, a word
on making this investment. If you are going to own your van for more than 5 more years, and
plan on many trips short and long over that time, we strongly recommend you consider a
conversion and likely a Subaru conversion. This is most common solution we offer. We build
these engines in-house as well as source from the best rebuilders. To be transparent, we tend
to be a bit more expensive than other shops - our estimates often include what we consider to
be critical and necessary additional work to make sure your new motor not only runs right but is
surrounded by functional support systems, most notably your coolant system. For us, this is a
"no-brainer. It is simply not worth the cost savings. Keeps it all stock and original. There is
something beautiful and romantic about the keeping your 30 year old vehicle stock and true. If
you think of your van as a future collectible, this is the most prudent course. It's about the
journey, not the speed of getting there. Sure, the stock motor could be considered a bit
underpowered, but there is something nice about being in the slow lane and smelling the
proverbial flowers. Ease of future work. It will be easier to work on an all stock system. Whether
this translates into lower costs or not remains to be seen. Extended Warranties. We think it's
the perfect sound for travel By far, this is most affordable option we offer. See "underpowered"
above. Even with the higher compression rebuilds, you'll still be at over the passes. It is 30 year
old technology. Not bad technology, but it is old. These motors are delivered to us brand new,
and they fit perfectly into the Vanagon they are motors typically used in the Passat, Jetta, and
Golf. They also come with an engine management system and modern electronics. We are
doing more and more of these conversions and are big fans. One of our rental vans has one and
you are welcome to come test drive it. Brand new motor. No rebuild, nothing reconditioned.
Brand new, factory crate motor. Everything matched from the factory - wiring, ECU, etc. Modern
electronics. ODB2 connectivity for modern engine management and data. A very nice bump
from the stock power. These motors move along at a great clip. This conversion runs a bit
quieter than the stock motor. We partner with Foreign Auto Supply in Maine to deliver a best of
breed set of highly engineered conversion parts that run flawlessly. AC, Cruise Control, etc.
These features are easy to get working on this conversion. You are starting to get up there in
price. If you need any additional work e. Possibly one of the most hyped conversions in the
Vanagon world, but with good cause. We take great care in doing these conversions - your
engine bay will look meticulous, you'll have a perfectly crafted wiring harness, the motor will
always be "zero mile" freshly rebuilt. We know that we lose quite a few jobs on price, but we
simply refuse to do this conversion with short cuts or by not replacing everything. At this price
point you deserve something perfect and that is what we are interested in delivering. You will
cruise over the passes at mph. For a "franken-motor" set up, there is a large ecosystem of
support ranging from vendors to Facebook groups. For the purists, even though it fits, it
doesn't. Our conversions are designed for any tech, anywhere, to be able to see what is
happening. But we see a ton of conversions we simply can't work on do to poor workmanship.
Longitudinal data. There is very little long term, statistically reliant data on this conversion. We
think it's fine, we're not too worried, but there simply aren't a lot of K mile Subaru conversions
on the road. Yes, we are now doing these. Call for details. It is becoming increasingly difficult to
find quality rebuilds, and the only way we can provide you with an engine we trust and will
warranty! This is not the cheapest option on the market, but it's the one we believe in. If your
budget is tight, we will still try to find a way to work together. Give us a call to discuss or come
visit. Engine Conversions. Body and Paint. Camping and Comfort. Other Peace Vans
Businesses. For Sale. Peace Vans Modern. Contact Us. Pros Keeps it all stock and original.
Cons See "underpowered" above. Inline 4-cylinder, 2. Pros Brand new motor. Cons Cost. View
fullsize. Pros Power. Specialists in Subaru Engine conversions for vintage Volkswagens. Our
aim is to make them perform and handle better without losing their unique character. Since
Fellows Speed Shop was born in , we have completed over Subaru Engine conversions and had
some great magazine reviews and feedback from customers, complementing our Quality and
detail to our work. Read about some of the feedback. Having a Subaru engine conversion gives
you great reliability, fuel economy, power and also a heater! The brake system is a Wide 5 to
Porsche pattern solid Billet hub with 4 pot Willwood calipers and billet brackets. The brakes can
be fitted in early and late split screens running in our own vehicles for 5 years. The steering
conversion replaces the old worm mechanism and is now a rack and pinion giving you better

stability on the road. We will also take on any VW air cooled servicing and repairs. Services
Specialists in Subaru Engine conversions for vintage Volkswagens. Products Conversion parts,
VW upgrades and much more. Staff Profiles Meet the team. Read about some of the feedback
Having a Subaru engine conversion gives you great reliability, fuel economy, power and also a
heater! Contact Us. Do you want all the latest news, updates, freebies, tips and tricks? Then
why not follow us on:. Got a question you would like to ask? Have a query regarding something
on your VW? Use the form below to contact us. Brace Bar Essential for all your Subaru engine
conversion. Disc Brake Conversion kit Upgrade to disc brakes and really feel the reassurance of
stopping!! See More. Subaru Engine Conversions Fed up of air-cooled? Lets get some more
power in your van! Please note: Conversion kits are a custom order and can take weeks before
ready to ship complete. Cores must be returned within 90 days of the date of order. Please
include a copy of your original invoice with your return. At this time, we can only accept
manifold cores from donor cars. We were one of the first do-it-yourself kits on the market and,
with over conversions released into the wild, we've honed our parts and processes to offer a
streamlined conversion experience. We manufacture the vast majority of the conversion parts at
our state-of-the-art fabrication shop here in Fort Collins, CO. Parts are jig-welded for a perfect fit
every time. Our kit is the most complete on the market: from custom intake to a full stainless
steel exhaust and everything in between. It comes with a comprehensive manual that details the
step by step procedures to accomplish the conversion. We offer hundreds of additional parts at
discounted pricing when ordered with your conversion kit. Gone are the days of buying from
multiple vendors only to find out that your components are not compatible. So go ahead and get
your Vanagon the present you have both been dreaming of. In addition to the best parts on the
market, Rocky Mountain Westy is proud of our long tradition of complete customer support. At
any point in the conversion process, from contemplating your initial purchase to the
after-conversion set-up, feel free to contact us with specific questions. Our reviews speak for
themselves! The most complete conversion kit on the market! Convert your Volkswagen
Vanagon to a Subaru 2. A power plant conversion presents the perfect opportunity to upgrade
other essential components. For instance, when you have the Subaru motor out, why not take a
little extra time to renew the timing belt and water pump? With the engine out of your Vanagon,
why not tackle those CV joint boots or drop the fuel tank to add RMW coolant pipes? How about
a fuel tank reseal kit? Please note: We are continually upgrading our parts and instructions. The
image above may not reflect the actual parts you will receive. Rest assured that it only gets
better. This kit directly supports the 2. Please call if your motor is not within these guidelines.
Although DOHC motors can be used with success, there will be additional modifications that
you will need to make. Please let us know if you have a DOHC motor so that we may make
adjustments to the components of your kit before it ships. Note: If you plan to convert to a
Subaru transmission when you repower your Van, there are several items in this kit that will not
work for you. We can work with you to eliminate these components and design a kit for your
specific needs. Aircooled Vanagons will require the customer to source the necessary cooling
system components. Please let us know if you are converting an aircooled Vanagon. Vanagons
using a diesel transmission
94 bmw 325i engine
1967 mustang gauge
fokus mk 2
will need to source the correct bell-housing as our kit will not work with the diesel specific
bell-housing. Feel free to call us with any questions you may have regarding the conversion
process. We love what we do and can help you design your perfect Vanagon. Click here for
instructions on how to remove your Subaru Harness Sending in a wiring harness for
conversion? Click here to download our harness info form Click here to see if your Subaru
coolant manifold qualifies for a core return. My Account. Conversion Kit. Vehicle Information.
Kit Options. Replacement Coolant Tubes:. None Highly Recommended for 1. Coolant Bottle:. Oil
Pan:. Vehicle Speed Sensor:. Harness Service:. Add MAF Adapter. Exhaust Options. Yes please!
Please email it to me. California Prop 65 Warning. Related Products Conversion Kit Colorado
Version. Harness Service. RMW Conversion Kit. Reviewer: mo mohsen from Stouffville, ON
Canada. Van Conversion wiring harness. Great Company- Great kit. View All Customer Reviews.

